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Welcome
University of Wales Trinity Saint David
On behalf of the University of Wales Trinity Saint David I’m delighted to welcome researchers,
delegates and lovers of jazz to Documenting Jazz 2022. It has been a privilege to work
with members of the committee and Jazz Heritage Wales to put together a full and diverse
programme.
Documenting Jazz 2022 is far more than an academic conference. With a focus on the theme of
diversity we believe this interdisciplinary forum, is both inclusive and wide-ranging. By sharing
studies and experiences we will debate the many aspects of diversity in jazz today.
Our ability to host this conference would not be possible without our partnership with Jazz
Heritage Wales. Based in our Dylan Thomas Centre, Jazz Heritage Wales began in 1986. It is the
oldest multi-media Jazz Collection in the UK and is the only Collection specialising in women’s
jazz music and the cultural inheritance of African American music in Wales.
We’d also like to draw your attention to the street pianos project undertaken by our staff
and students who are based in the University’s Swansea College of Art. A series of pianos,
decorated with vibrant and distinct designs have been placed around the city, including one
in Swansea Market and one in the Dylan Thomas Centre, to help engage wider audiences
with the conference as well as highlight the importance and joy of music and shared cultural
experiences.
Finally, I’d like to extend a special thank you to the many members of staff and students from
our University that have made this event possible. We hope everyone attending, both in
person and virtually, enjoys the conference.
Professor Ian Walsh
Provost
Swansea and Cardiff Campuses
Chair, University Research Committee
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Welcome
Conference Chairs

On behalf of the conference committee, we welcome you all to Documenting Jazz 2022.
Now in its fourth edition, the Documenting Jazz international conference aims to offer an
unparalleled variety of experiences drawn from across the world. We have contributions from
individuals of all career stages, from established professionals to those just starting their
careers, from academics to independent scholars and practitioners, embracing the education,
heritage and cultural sectors.
The act of documenting jazz focused on diversity intends to reflect on different assumptions
about the past and the way this music history has been perceived and documented. We are
incredibly grateful to Dr Joan Cartwright and Francesco Martinelli for accepting our challenge
to engage with the conference’s theme, diversity, in their keynotes.
The idea of organising a Documenting Jazz conference started some years ago in Birmingham
during its second edition. We have come a long way to see the materialisation of it, still in a
post-pandemic period. This conference would not be possible without the hard work of the
conference and programming committees and many more both within and outside the host
institution. We extend our thanks to you all.
We look forward to meeting you throughout the conference and at the surrounding events.
Enjoy your stay in Swansea!
Dr Pedro Cravinho, Paula Gardiner and Orphy Robinson MBE
Conference Chairs
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Documenting Jazz Code of Conduct
The Documenting Jazz conference committee aims to create a safe, inclusive, and welcoming
environment for sharing research, networking, and developing a community. Various structural
barriers impact upon individual participation in academic conferences. We welcome all
delegates, particularly those from underrepresented groups within academia and independent
researchers.
This Code of Conduct aims to support us in actively challenging these barriers and supporting
all our attendees. We ask that all attendees carefully read this Code of Conduct and adhere to it
at all times – during social hours and in panels, discussions, and keynotes.

•
•
•
•
•
•

We will not tolerate discrimination (inclusive of, but not limited to, racism, sexism,
homophobia, transphobia, and ableism).
We encourage understanding and kindness when mistakes are made and corrected.
We ask that all preferred pronouns are respected by panel chairs and attendees.
We ask that all speakers consider the content of their papers and choose their wording
and framing carefully.
We ask that questions are clearly communicated, taking into consideration language
differences, and aim to support research and researcher development.
We ask that all delegates be aware of their privileges and give space to those whose voices
are typically marginalised in academic discussions.

We will not tolerate bullying or disrespectful behaviour. The Documenting Jazz conferences
are a supportive and constructive space. They are not competitive. Following the difficulties of
the past two years – and mindful of continued disruption and precarity – we ask that attendees
exercise kindness, generosity, and respect in all their engagements at Documenting Jazz.
We will not tolerate harassment of any kind. Please report anything that makes you feel
uncomfortable to a member of the conference committee you feel able to approach, no matter
how small. We stand with victims of abuse and endeavour to create a space where the safety
of our attendees is a priority. We ask that you watch out for each other and report any issues to
the conference chairs. Reporting will be kept confidential.
We encourage kindness and generosity in all interactions, particularly when making
undergraduate and postgraduate students and independent academics feel welcome. For
some delegates, this may be their first Documenting Jazz conference, and we want this to be
a positive and constructive experience. For all those that have been before, we are excited to
be able to welcome you back and look forward to building a collaborative, research-focused
environment together.
By attending the conference, you agree to uphold these principles to the best of your ability. If
you feel this Code of Conduct has been broken, please report it to the conference chairs.
Reporting will be kept confidential, and we will do our best to resolve improper behaviour.
Dr Pedro Cravinho, Paula Gardiner and Orphy Robinson MBE
Conference Chairs
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Keynote
Dr Joan Cartwright

Who gives voice to diversity in jazz?
The focus of Documenting Jazz 2022 is diversity. The purpose is to create an inclusive and
wide-ranging interdisciplinary forum to sharpen our awareness, share our experiences, and
formulate a debate on multiple aspects of diversity in jazz, today. The conference committee
chose to address the theme of diversity from 19 points of departure. As the keynote speaker, I
combined some points and added two aspects that I found poignant, Jazz and Education, and
Jazz, Economic Equity and Parity, focusing on these questions:

•
•
•
•
•
•

What can we say of jazz practice, its histories, and communities?
Has jazz transcended boundaries beyond its sub-cultures?
Does jazz as musical and social practice contribute to intercultural dialogue?
Who gives voice to diversity in the jazz world?
What does diversity mean in Jazz Studies in particular?
Are diversity and inclusion problematic within mainstream education and research,
programmes, perspectives, ethics, and methodologies?

My experience with jazz began at four years old with Kansas City saxophonist Budd Johnson,
whose wife Bernice was my dance teacher. At that tender age, I thought ballet was a Black
art because Bernice was a very dark and lovely lady. All the students in the school were black.
So, naturally, I thought ballet came out of the Black experience. Likewise, the time I spent
with Budd in his practice studio in their basement, where I was until Bernice picked me up
for dancing school, convinced me that jazz was a Black musical genre because all the photos
on the walls were of Black musicians and singers. At 12, I listened to my favourite LP Bags and
Trane with Milt Jackson and John Coltrane, every night before I fell asleep. So, my youth was
tied up with dance and music spoon fed to me by Black prodigies. How was I to know that the
French invented ballet and Paul Whiteman was the first noted ‘King of Jazz’?
Short bio
Dr Joan Cartwright is a renowned veteran of the Jazz and Blues stage for 40+ years. She is
a vocalist, composer, and author of several books, including her memoir with touring and
teaching experiences, and was honoured as the first Lady Jazz Master by Black Women in Jazz
Awards in Atlanta, GA, in 2014. Her titles include, Amazing Musicwomen, So You Want To Be
A Singer?, and A History of African American Jazz and Blues, with interviews of Quincy Jones,
Dewey Redman, Lester Bowie, among other jazz musicians and aficionados.
In 2007, she founded Women in Jazz South Florida, Inc., a non-profit organization to promote
women musicians. In 2022, the organization released its 8th CD of women composers. Dr
Cartwright hosts MUSICWOMAN Radio, featuring women who compose and perform their
own music at BlogTalkRadio, has two personal CDs, Feelin’ Good, and In Pursuit of a Melody,
and featured as an actor in Last Man and The Siblings, two sitcoms produced by MJTV Network.
In June 2022, she decided to incorporate Musicwoman Archive and Cultural Center in North
Carolina to preserve the music of women composers and instrumentalists.
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Keynote
Francesco Martinelli

(Re)examining diversity throughout the jazz historiography
Abstract
Diversity has rarely been discussed in the field of Jazz Studies throughout the first century
of this music. Only lately, the gender balance issue has begun to be addressed in both
performative and historical studies. These new critical inquiries opened a space to re-evaluate
different aspects of the music to identify which diversities do take their place in jazz. However,
first, we need to acknowledge that the way any history is told is not neutral. Instead includes
an ideology of the teller. The history of jazz needs to be re-examined in its pivotal points and
in how it was (re)presented: where, how, by whom, aiming to what, and which aspects were
amplified, silenced or patronized.
The concept of “mainstream” will reveal itself as not conducive to the acknowledgement of
diversity and as a powerful counteraction to the inclusive tendencies of the music itself: The
continuous presence of the colour line; the “great men” approach inspired by the European
composed music historians; the American exceptionalism; the cultural appropriation; the
naming of musical “sub-genres”; the linguistic domination, the construction of several
“traditions”, and the pressure of the phonographic industry will all be discussed. Archival
holdings are vital instruments for this work, but what needs to be addressed in this light are
the choices about what to include and preserve in the archives, as well as the active search for
historical documents: oral history, artefacts, and literature.
Short bio
Francesco Martinelli is a jazz promoter, journalist, lecturer, translator and author. He is
the author of magazine articles and monographs about Evan Parker, Joëlle Léandre and
Mario Schiano. Since 1999 he has taught the history of jazz and related subjects at the
Siena Jazz Foundation courses and in other conservatories in Italy. Martinelli has lectured
at NYU, Wesleyan and Columbia Universities in the USA, at Bilgi and ITU in Istanbul, at
the Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique et de Danse de Paris, and many other
institutions. His primary research interests include the history of jazz in Italy, jazz relationships
with visual arts, traditional musics from the Near East, discography, and the preservation and
restoration of sound carriers.
Martinelli is currently a consultant for the Izmir European Jazz Festival and Director of the
Arrigo Polillo Center for Jazz Studies in Siena, Italy’s most important jazz archive. He has
translated over ten reference jazz books into Italian and is a contributor to Rough Guide to
Turkish Music and recently edited, The History of European Jazz The Music, Musicians and
Audience in Context (Equinox, 2018).
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Paper
Individual paper
Philip Arneill (Ulster University, Northern Ireland)
Scene/Unseen: A photographic comparison of Japanese women on ‘Bebop’ dancefloors
and in jazu kissa
Abstract
Despite jazz being “associated with maleness” and “evidently male-dominated in terms of both
audiences and musicians” (McAndrew & Widdop, 2021), Japanese women have long been
involved in their country’s rich jazz culture. Using two distinct bodies of my photographic
research – Bebop Tokyo and Tokyo Jazz Joints – alongside primary interviews, this paper
explores the relative presence and absence of women in two intrinsically Japanese music
subcultures: Tokyo’s unique UK Jazz Dance (or ‘Bebop’) scene, inspired by the underground
jazz-funk clubs of 1980s London, and the culture of jazz listening spaces – known in the
vernacular as jazu kissa – the popularity of which exploded in post-WWII Japan. By comparing
images from Bebop Tokyo and Tokyo Jazz Joints, and combining this analysis with interviews,
this visual paper gives visibility and voice to women whose experiences in these scenes
challenge gender stereotypes in both Japan and wider jazz culture.
Short bio
Philip Arneill is a Belfast-born photographer and AHRC Northern Bridge PhD Researcher at
Ulster University. Co-creator of the audio-visual documentary project ‘Tokyo Jazz Joints’, his
work explores the illusory ideas of home and culture by exploring insider-outsider dynamics,
interstitial spaces and autoethnographic issues of place and identity. His current research is a
subjective exploration of inherited Protestant identity, through the creation of a multi-faceted
image and text-based archive of Orange Halls in Ireland and beyond. His work has been
published and exhibited worldwide and can be found at www.philiparneill.com.
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Paper
Joint paper
Pedro Cravinho (Birmingham City University, UK)
Brian Homer (Freelance photographer & independent researcher, UK)
Diversity in Documenting Jazz in the Contemporary Birmingham Scene
Abstract
This paper follows up out previous research on fragments of the Birmingham Scene and looks
at how diversity and inclusion can be embedded in such work. It will detail our recent projects,
which are both photographic projects on contemporary jazz musicians lives in Birmingham
Everyday Jazz Life (Cravinho & Homer 2020), and Capturing Jazz Lives (Cravinho & Homer
2021) and explore our methodology in aiming to reflect diversity and gender into the projects.
By exploring jazz artists living in Birmingham, their perceptions about the past and present
jazz scene, and the context of their everyday lives, this paper will address issues related to
the conference’s theme of Diversity from the point of departure of Jazz and Visual Culture.
In particular it will focus on the participant artists’ views on how their gender and ethnic
background has impacted the development of their musical and other careers. By examining
the materials collated during our fieldwork, this paper will discuss issues related with twelve
local musicians’ artistic careers and life choices. The combination of photographs and fieldwork
notes provides a unique insight into how active members of the local jazz scene view themselves
and their scene, and how they negotiate their lives while expanding their professionals’ musical
and other careers. Finally, with this paper, we aim to discuss how the visual approach we have
taken of combining photography with fieldwork research opens up the possibility of new, or
understudied, topics for jazz studies research. In particular, those related to musicians’ off-stage
activities, living constraints, and their social dynamics within their communities.
Short bios
Dr Pedro Cravinho is a researcher and educator with a background as a professional musician,
a BMus in Musicology and a PhD in Ethnomusicology. He is a Senior Research Fellow at
Birmingham Centre for Media and Cultural Research (BCMCR), the Keeper of the Archives at
the Faculty of Arts, Design and Media, at Birmingham City University, UK, and a member of
CITCEM – Transdisciplinary Research Center «Culture, Space and Memory» at the University of
Porto, Portugal. He co-leads the BCMCR Jazz Studies Research Cluster and teaches at the Royal
Birmingham Conservatoire. His research interests lie, broadly, in the social, political and cultural
history of the jazz diaspora, and its representation in the media and the public sphere in general.
He is a co-investigator in the AHRC/NEH project ‘New Directions in Digital Jazz Studies’, and a
co-founder of the Documenting Jazz conferences, and co-founder and board member of the
Portuguese Jazz Network (PT). He is a Trustee for the National Jazz Archive, UK, and Archives
West Midlands, UK, a board member of the Scottish Jazz Archive and the Duke Ellington Society
UK (DESUK).
Dr Cravinho is also a member of the editorial board of the jazz research journal jazz-hitz (Spain),
and his publications include key research about the history of jazz in Portugal, including
Encounters with Jazz on Television in Cold War Era Portugal, 1954–1974 (Routledge, 2022).
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Brian Homer is a photographer, writer, and designer who until recently ran his own agency
Homer Creative. He has been a jazz fan for more than 50 years and since 2012 been increasingly
active on the UK jazz scene and has a large jazz photography portfolio including gig and
commissioned artist images. He also has experience in oral history projects. From 2012 to 2018
he was on the board of Birmingham Jazz and is a current member of the BCMCR Jazz Research
Cluster. He was co-organiser of Handsworth Self Portrait in 1979 and continues to run similar
projects including ones for the opening of the new Library of Birmingham and for the 50th
anniversary of Telford as well as a current one about Refugees and Asylum Seekers.

Paper
Individual paper
Kira Dralle (University of California Santa Cruz, US)
Musical Decadence or the Sublime? racialized metonyms of hot rhythm in authoritarian
Europe
Abstract
Across Europe and its political polarities during the Second World War, jazz fans boasted their
elevated intelligence and sensitivity from their American counterparts. In France, “real jazz fans”
were cultured and elite, while in Germany and Austria, being a jazz fan allegedly prevented
one from being a Nazi.1 In all such cases, an outward refusal of the Black American creation of
jazz was tactically necessary to justify its place and value in the European social consciousness.
Lauded for its connotations of freedom and revolution, yet stripped of its uses in Black culture
as a means of joy, corporeal reclamation, and survival, white Europeans danced and played
to utopic notions of this new world, while simultaneously and vehemently claiming their
“superior” intelligence in the name of philosophical notions of aesthetic judgment and the
sublime. Expanding upon the recent work of Susan McClary’s “The Lure of the Sublime,” this
paper analyzes the ways in which hot rhythms and their perceived Blackness were described
in throughout Marxist critique, National Socialist and Vichy musical regulation, and in the
popular imaginary of wartime Europe. Simultaneously, it traces the ways in which the rhythms
were philosophically “whitened” and masculinized in order to produce an acceptable “whitehot” version of the music, through which white intellectuals could justify a transcendental
experience of the music. Ultimately, I argue that these are philosophical legacies which we
have inherited in the scholarly study of music, and these are the legacies with which we must
contend.
Short bio
Kira Dralle completed her PhD in Cultural Musicology at UC Santa Cruz. Her research on the
reparative histories of Black jazz musicians in WWII was awarded the UC President’s Doctoral
Fellowship for both its academic rigor and its achievements of racial diversity in music
academia. Kira currently works as the Program Manager for Indexical in Santa Cruz, which
funds a diverse lineup of radical and collaborative performance. Her latest work on the silences
of the Dietrich Schulz-Köhn archive can be found in Jazz & Culture, and she has forthcoming
articles with Jazzforschung, Jazz Research News, and The Journal of Jazz Studies.
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Paper
Individual paper
Erivan Gonçalves Duarte (Schulich School of Music of McGill University, Canada)
Audio-visual jazz pieces inspired by Deaf music
Abstract
Deaf musicians are creating new ways to “feel” and “see” music (Best, 2018) within the
social and cultural context of the Deaf community (Best, 2016). They are creating a musical
movement that covers Deaf schools (Fawkes & Ratnanather, 2009), Deaf ensembles (Forte,
2021), YouTube channels (Best, 2018), and music technology projects (Hawley, 2016). That way,
Deaf musicians introduce new ideas about hearing, composition, education, production, and
sound recording. They bring new ways to approach music. Straus (2011) identifies four aspects
of “Deaf hearing”: feeling, seeing, moving, and inner/silent hearing. How would “Deaf hearing”
and Deaf music practices impact jazz practices?
I addressed such a question by creating music in a five-step process. First, I composed six jazz
pieces inspired by Deaf hearing. These compositions were reviewed by jazz musicians and
recorded by a jazz trio. Second, I invited three groups of artists to investigate Deaf ways to
visually represent the recorded pieces. Third, I asked three sound engineers to produce mixes
and masters for the pieces based on their visual representations. This last step was inspired
by the studio practice of Deaf musicians (Best, 2016; Best, 2018). At the end, we had three
different audio-visual versions for the jazz pieces. This study applies Deaf music ideas in the
context of jazz music making to elaborate a reflection arguing about deafness as a form of
sensory and cognitive diversity that offers a unique source of contribution to the cognitive,
creative, and cultural dimensions of the human being.
Short bio
Erivan is a Ph.D. candidate at Schulich School of Music of McGill University, He holds a master’s
in music technology and a bachelor’s degree in Popular Music (Jazz Performance, Unicamp,
Brazil). He has performed as a professional musician in Brazil, Mexico, and Canada. These
experiences, along with his academic background, allowed him to investigate issues related to
musical performance, composition, and education. Erivan is particularly interested in new ways
of thinking about inclusion in music, exploring new perspectives for the teaching and learning
process, promotion of interactive music, and development of inclusive technology in music
education and performance.
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Paper
Individual paper
Mike Fletcher (Royal Birmingham Conservatoire, UK)
Who does jazz studies speak for?
Abstract
‘If a lion could speak, we would not understand him’ (Ludwig Wittgenstein)
Wittgenstein’s frequently cited aphorism succinctly frames what he believed to be one of
the key factors that underpins human communication; that shared experience of certain
behaviours is key to understanding what people mean when they use language. In this paper
I will draw on Wittgenstein, as well as Stanley Cavell’s writings on music, to consider how
ordinary language philosophy might inform a discourse on diversity in jazz studies. In the 2004
volume that set out a roadmap for a new jazz studies, O’Meally et al observed how “knowing
about jazz and its cultural settings is part of what it means to be an educated woman or man in
our time.”
This move towards a wider ranging, interdisciplinary approach to jazz studies unquestionably
enriched the discourse on jazz by accounting for its cultural and social impact in addition to
the music itself. However, in light of recent calls to re-examine the way issues including race
and gender affect power dynamics within contemporary cultural activity, perhaps the time has
arrived for another period of collective self-reflection where we might ask: To what extent can
an academic field mainly populated by white men can ‘know’, and consequently speak for, the
diverse and multi-faceted set of practices that make up jazz? Taking my cue from Wittgenstein
and Cavell, I will reflect on my own recent experience of transcribing and analysing a key set
of classic jazz recordings to consider how ordinary language philosophy might help us better
understand our differences, and move toward a yet more diverse and inclusive jazz studies.
Short bio
Mike Fletcher is a saxophonist, composer, and researcher who works predominantly in the
fields of jazz and improvised music. Mike’s research spans practice-research, musicology and
philosophy, and he is currently leading an AHRC-funded research project to study the music of
Ornette Coleman form the early 1960s. He is a founder member of the International Network
for Artistic Research in Jazz (INARJ), has presented at a number of conferences in the UK and
Europe, and has chapters in edited collections published by Routledge and Leuven University
Press.
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Paper
Individual paper
Ádám Havas (University of Barcelona, Spain)
“Diversity” and/or “Difference”? – Jazz, Diaspora and Identity Politics through East
European Perspectives
Abstract
Based on the recently published monograph, The Genesis and Structure of the Hungarian Jazz
Diaspora, the talk will explore various aspects of the tensions between ‘diversity’ and (cultural)
‘difference’ through a semi-peripheral, East European perspective. Based on sociologically
informed case studies of Hungarian Jewish and Gypsy/Romani musicians who play(ed) a
crucial role in the diasporic reinventions of canonical jazz aesthetics, the talk advocates for a
nuanced view on jazz historiography beyond shallow oppositions between US-centric canons
and (West)European notions of ‘emancipation.’ I argue that the conceptualization of jazz as
‘cultural practice’ holds the promise of attributing ontological status to ‘Other’ jazz practices
hitherto ignored by discourses that are consecrated by Western academia. In conclusion, the
talk aims to draw the crucial distinction between ‘class-blind,’ often essentialist discourses of
‘diversity’ and the geopolitically informed notion of ‘cultural difference.’
Short bio
Ádám Havas is a Marie Curie postdoctoral fellow at the University of Barcelona, Department of
Sociology. His book, The Genesis and Structure of the Hungarian Jazz Diaspora was published
in 2022 by Routledge. His publications appeared in Popular Music and Society, Popular Music,
Jazz Research Journal and Jazz Research News among others. Adam is a keen advocate for the
cause of academic autonomy and for a global perspective on structural inequalities and social
change.
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Paper
Individual paper
Deniz Ilbi (University of Porto, Portugal)
A Gender Journey through Portugal and Turkey’s Jazz Scenes
Abstract
Responding to the fourth Documenting Jazz Conference’s theme of diversity, this paper
brings to discuss issues of gender and jazz in Portugal and Turkey by examining the existing
knowledge about women musicians. Throughout the twentieth century, jazz, as a musical and
social practice, experienced significant internal and external influences according to distinct
social, cultural, and political circumstances in both diasporic locations (Ilbi 2019; Cravinho
2016, 2017, 2022). Moreover, existing research reveals an evident lack of gender diversity in
both jazz scenes (Cravinho 2019; Paes 2019; Tunçağ 2019).
Anchored in the ‘New’ Jazz Studies, Contemporary History, and Sociology, and as part
of ongoing doctoral research dedicated to studying women jazz leaders, funded by the
Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology, this paper examines women musicians in
two distinct geographical European jazz scenes through a comparative and interdisciplinary
approach. By doing that, it will explore how social actors learn, make, and evaluate gender
in Portuguese and Turkish societies, the jazz scenes in particular, and jazz and gender
representation in the press.
Short bio
Deniz Ilbi is a PhD candidate at the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University of Porto.
She is currently working on her doctoral research, “Women Leading the Stage: A Contemporary
Gendered History of Jazz in Portugal (1966-2020)”, awarded by the Portuguese Foundation for
Science and Technology. Ilbi is a researcher of the CITCEM – Transdisciplinary Research Centre
«Culture, Space and Memory» “Tangible and Intangible Heritage” research group. She was
awarded a Master’s in Musicology from Istanbul University State Conservatory with the thesis,
“Women Jazz Instrumentalists in Turkey within the Context of Gender” (2019).
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Paper
Individual paper
Alan Musson (Birmingham City University, UK)
“100% White, 100% Male” Youth Jazz Movement in the West Midlands (1960-1980)
Abstract
My paper examines the roots of youth jazz movement as part of my ongoing doctoral research
focusing on Jazz in the West Midlands (1960-1980). I consider the youth jazz movement
as a form of cultural practice that is pitched against the more mainstream mass-produced
and commodified forms of cultural production. By investigating a pool of aspiring amateur
musicians honing their skills to ascend from the grassroots level to the higher echelons of
their profession. I intend to analyse how the oral tradition of passing musical knowledge down
generations provided opportunities for youngsters in the West Midlands to experience jazz
performance and improvisation. My research privileges the jazz collective’s social and musical
practice rather than the talented individual often foregrounded in existing literature, thereby
highlighting the work of local amateur musicians. I question how diversity, in terms of gender
and ethnicity, affected the establishment of juvenile jazz in the region. This is an area that has
not previously been studied but will complement the work of academic colleagues, Wall and
Barber (2015), Fletcher (2017) and Cravinho and Homer (2019), and their contributions to a
body of literature focussing on jazz collectives in the locality. I draw on fieldwork engaging
with those who participated in the youth jazz movement in the West Midlands, complemented
by archival research in the contemporary music press, including reports and articles from
national and local periodicals, and shed new light on an unexplored territory of local music
culture.
Short bio
I am a radio producer and presenter specialising in jazz music. As a mature student I completed
an M.A. in Radio and Audio Production at Birmingham City University (BCU) and am presently
completing a practice-as-research doctoral project at BCU conducted through an autoethnographic study of my own work as a radio producer, generating oral histories of jazz
musicians working in the English West Midlands in the 1960s and 1970s. I also write reviews for
Jazz Rag and UK Vibe magazines.
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Paper
Individual paper
Beatriz Nunes (Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal)
Victims No More: discussing diversity through feminist activism in jazz
Abstract
Grounded in the recently published chapter Victims No More: How Women and Nonbinary Musicians are Collaborating for Gender Justice in Jazz (Nunes & Arnaut, 2022)1,
this presentation will discuss diversity through applied strategies from women and nonbinary activists in jazz. In the last decade, women and non-binary jazz musicians have been
collaborating in structured organizations to address gender disparities in jazz. Not only these
groups focus on non-male representation, as they also target imbalanced power dynamics
in the form of sexual harassment and abuse. Even though scholars agree that jazz persists as
a heteronormative male environment, questions remain on how to achieve gender equality.
The actions taken by women and non-binary jazz feminists and activists address these
lingering questions. This study frames the struggles and contributions of women and nonbinary activists advocating for gender minorities in jazz. It regards a historical overview of
jazz organizations for women’s rights in jazz that emerged in the 1970s, and documents the
contributions of contemporary collectives such as Jazzwomen and Girls Advocates’ (JAGA),
‘We Have Voice’ (WHV),‘Women in Jazz Organization’ (WIJO). Data collection includes a
literature review and interviews with activists Ellen Seeling, co-founder of JAGA, Roxy Coss,
co-founder of WIJO and Sara Serpa, co-founder of the WHV collective. By investigating these
organizations’ policies, achievements and different perspectives about the concepts of gender
and intersectionality, we discuss their main strategies such as networking, creating mentorship
groups and non-normative educational sites, defining codes of sexual conduct, negotiating
blind auditions in big bands, targeting festivals’ hiring policies and pledging for parity in music
industry.
Short bio
Beatriz Nunes is a PhD candidate in Ethnomusicology at Universidade Nova de Lisboa, a
Portuguese singer and composer based in Lisbon. Lead singer of Madredeus since 2011,
Beatriz released her solo album, Canto Primeiro, selected on the Europe Jazz Media Chart of
September 2018. She was awarded a Master in Music Education by the Escola Superior de
Música de Lisboa, with a study about gender, jazz and education.
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Paper
Individual paper
Heli Reimann (Tallinn University, Estonia | University of the Arts Helsinki, Finland)
Making visuals talk: the case of Tallinn ’67 jazz festival
Abstract
As well as a large number of written documents and oral materials that I have managed to
collect during my research on the Tallinn ‘67 Jazz Festival, I’ve also had the chance to access
numerous other visual sources. Among valuable findings were over 100 photographs, two
TV documentaries made by Estonian and Leningrad Television crews, film stills taken by
Norwegian jazz critic Randy Hultin and a ten-minute film review by the Moscow Film Studio.
Unfortunately in the final academic output this exciting material received only secondary
status, used as mere illustrative material to the text. David Perlmutter (1994) in his article
’Visual Historical Methods’ finds untenable the logocentric imperative where words are used
as preferred source material and modes of expression in Western historical scholarship. Images
have been rarely used analytically and critically as source material, data, or evidence despite
their importance in history and possible utility to the historian. In the context of jazz, Paul
Berliner (1994) has conclusively argued in his influential book that in order to be understood
fully, jazz needs to be seen and not just heard. Most recently, the authors of the edited volume
Watching Jazz (2016) have claimed that watching jazz on screen enables audiences to ask
who, what, how questions about the music. Relying on collected visuals of the Tallinn ’67 Jazz
Festival I will explore the numerous meanings those sources can provide. On the one hand,
they can add complementary information about the event in terms of the identification of the
objects, spaces and time. On the other hand their broader meanings can open ‘expressional’
(affective, evocative emotional meaning) and societal (clothing, behaviours, norms) aspects
embedded in images.
Short bio
Dr Heli Reimann’s research activities lie in the interstices between jazz studies, cultural studies,
Soviet studies, Estonian cultural history, and popular music studies. Her publishing record
includes numerous articles and monographs. She is a researcher at Tallinn University (Institute
of History, Archaeology and Art History) and a visiting researcher at the University of the Arts,
Helsinki.
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Paper
Individual paper
Sam Riley (University of Birmingham, UK)
Fantasy, Spontaneity, … Liberation: Sergei Kurekhin and Popular Mechanics on The
Musical Ring
Abstract
In April 1987, Soviet viewers of Leningrad Television were witness to a noisy spectacle
presented by avant-garde ensemble Popular Mechanics on the latest episode of The Musical
Ring (Muzykalnyi ring). The screen showed a boxing ring surrounded by a televised audience.
In the centre stood a saxophonist, Sergei Letov, who produced a range of guttural extended
techniques and broken melodies to the machinic accompaniment of Sergei Kurekhin
on piano. As the passage ended, Kurekhin invited to the audience for their comments or
questions on ‘the so-called language of traditional avant-garde jazz’ that they had just
witnessed. The performance was met with varying reception. While some professed a sense
of “fantasy, spontaneity, … and most importantly – liberation,” to others, the performance
was fundamentally “unethical.” Despite varying value judgement, one central aspect of the
performance could not be disagreed with: such an event would not have been able to take
place prior to the cultural openings of perestroika. The programme’s host made this known
by highlighting Kurekhin’s acclaim abroad while still unestablished and little-known inside
the Soviet Union. In this paper, I investigate this performance (and its mediation) as a means
through which openness and democracy were performed on official channels of late socialist
media. This reading of Musical Ring raises and complicates questions about what jazz meant
in late socialist Leningrad, how “underground” musicians responded to antagonism, and how
the relationship between official culture and avant-garde music shifted through processes of
transnational reception.
Short bio
Sam Riley is a PhD student at the University of Birmingham. Riley’s project investigates the
cultural and political significance of late and post-Soviet experimental music by following the
career of improviser, composer and avant-garde pianist Sergei Kurekhin and his collaborators
in Leningrad. This research is supported by the AHRC’s Midlands4Cities Doctoral Training
Partnership.
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Paper
Individual paper
Naadia Sheriff (University of Kent, UK)
Insta-reels and shared meals - What is it to be a woman jazz musician here and now?
Conversation as research
Abstract
When Naadia Sheriff heard she had gained a place to start a PhD in Gender and Jazz this
Autumn, she was about to go on stage at Wakefield Jazz club, one of the most established
grass-roots venues in the UK. After the gig, the club’s treasurer took her to one side to discuss
her thoughts on women audience numbers at the club. At that moment, a conversation
began that has continued and gained pace between Naadia and women from all areas of jazz
including musicians, writers, researchers, and educators, ranging widely through issues of
contemporary significance to women in UK jazz.
This presentation aims to examine, from an emic perspective, the emerging themes from these
conversations, contextualised in the everyday working and social life of musicians and linked
to other research findings, and reflection on Naadia’s own experience as a jazz pianist.
A growing library of video clip interviews captured at work or in social settings give moments
of insight into the views and perceptions of female and transgender jazz musicians. Short, but
wide-ranging and nuanced, these are then utilized as the basis for discussion of themes such
as the creative process, musical identity, diversity and inclusion, career sustainability, working
environments, tokenism, and discrimination. Put into context with quantitative data on the
jazz industry, and qualitative research on women’s historical and contemporary roles within it,
an emerging insight into the lived experience of female and gender expansive jazz musicians
can be gained.
Short bio
Naadia Sheriff is a UK Jazz Pianist, Composer, Musical Director Arranger, and educator. She is
a founder member of Yazz Ahmed’s Hafla band with whom she appears on the Jazz FM award
winning album ‘Polyhymnia’ and in tribute to Chick Corea on the recent Bluenote “Re-imagined
volume II’. As an educator Naadia teaches at St Paul’s Girls’ school and Junior Guildhall. She
is also an ABRSM examiner. Her initiative ‘Kids Concert Club’ supports young people from
East London in performance and community music and in 2020 received a national lottery
grant. Naadia is currently a doctoral student at the University of Kent researching ‘Women in
Contemporary UK Jazz’.
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Paper
Individual paper
Robert Smith (University of South Wales, UK)
Jazz and Improvised Music in Wales
Abstract
This presentation looks at improvisation in Wales. In doing so it examines a body of music
that spans genres such as jazz, folk, rock and classical; but of these four it is primarily jazz that
improvisation is linked to. Improvisation has been important to the other three categories at
various times, frowned upon at others but it is only jazz where improvising has always been
central; a key skill. So how have jazz and improvised music fared in Wales? Wales is a small
country with an impressive level of success in UK and international jazz. It struggles to do
things differently to its much larger English neighbour; often successfully. This presentation
investigates improvisation in music making in Wales via some experiments in resistance to
the mainstreams of jazz, pop and rock musics. Improvisation in Wales was stimulated by the
presence of the late Keith Tippett’s free improvisation sessions at the Royal Welsh College
of Music and Drama, an improvisation course at the University of South Wales that included
free improvisation, individual performers, improvisation showcases such as ‘The Diggers
present…’, ‘Rove’ ‘South Wales Improvisers’ sessions at Shift in Cardiff and ‘Banshee Therapy
Sessions’ as well as the brief flourishing of the ‘Cardiff Improvisers’ Orchestra’ (2006-8). Looking
at various models of the ethics and philosophies of free improvisation and the motivations
of musicians to improvise, freely or otherwise, I will build upon the theoretical work of Peters
(2011), MacDonald & Wilson (2020), to look at the ways that groups and individuals making
improvised music making are building communities of resistance to the mainstream of musical
cultures. I will ask: how the DIY and improv scenes in Wales are distinctive? how musicians
support each other in marginal music making scenes? And, how practitioners build supportive
audience and venue networks?
Short bio
Rob Smith is a composer, improviser and performer active on the Cardiff music scene since
1983. He has worked as a busker, professional composer, performer, improviser, teacher and
workshop leader. He has performed throughout Europe and in USA. With Wonderbrass he
represented Wales in an international Jazz competition in Viennes, France in 1996. He has
also worked collaboratively with musicians from Capetown, South Africa, Romania, France,
Belgium, Germany, Gambia, Senegal as well as UK. He teaches Performing Arts and Music at
the University of South Wales. He has written music for theatre, film, television and radio and
has performed extensively throughout the UK and Europe as well as in West Africa and USA. He
has research interests in community music (leading the band Wonderbrass) music for media
and carnival performance. He is course leader for BA (Hons) Performing Arts.
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Paper
Individual paper
Stewart Smith (Newcastle University, UK)
Communing with the eternal sound: Pat Thomas’s radical reinvention of jazz history
Abstract
This paper explores diversity in jazz through three key projects by Pat Thomas. A virtuoso
pianist and electronics wizard, Thomas’s approach to creative music is informed by his
Caribbean heritage and his Muslim faith. Combining a deep knowledge of jazz, free
improvisation and classical modernism with a serious engagement with Black popular forms
such as reggae, dub, jungle and hip-hop, Thomas reimagines experimental music from a Black
Atlantic perspective, from ancient to the future.
Thomas’s 1997 album Remembering: New Jazz Jungle infuses breakbeat-based dance music
with elements of jazz, free improvisation and serialism. In so doing, he explodes racist and
classist hierarchies of art and points towards a liberated future.
That process continues with Black Top, his electro-acoustic duo with Oprhy Robinson.
Approaching free improvisation from an African-Caribbean perspective, Black Top incorporate
sounds and techniques from dub, hip-hop, jungle and grime, bringing in guests from a range
of creative music traditions to further expand their sound world.
Thomas’s research into the Islamic influence on jazz challenges the Eurocentric assumptions
of many jazz scholars and critics. This scholarship directly informs his Anglo-French group
[Ahmed], who explore the music of Arabic jazz pioneer Ahmed Abdul-Malik. This acoustic
quartet uses Abdul-Malik’s compositions as springboards for dense, hypnotic improvisations
that combine the language of free jazz with the propulsive repetition and development of
James Brown, King Tubby and RP Boo. This radical engagement with jazz history and form
makes [Ahmed] one of the most advanced groups on the planet.
Short bio
Dr Stewart Smith is an associate lecturer in music at Newcastle University. His research
interests include jazz, improvised and experimental music, and Scottish cultural history. An
internationally recognised music journalist and broadcaster, he contributes regularly to The
Wire, Bandcamp Daily, The Quietus, We Jazz and Repeater Radio.
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Paper
Individual paper
Tom Sykes (Liverpool Hope University, UK)
Bringing town and gown together in jazzy harmony: inclusivity and the university big
band
Abstract
Ensemble music making in higher education institutions can be a formalised part of degree
programmes, an extra-curricular activity, or both. The developmental benefits for all music
students from jazz practice on aural perception, rhythm and articulation, notation and chord
symbol reading skills and music theory are documented in pedagogical literature (see, for
instance, Haley 2018). Additionally, there is a growing body of research on extra-curricular
music activity among students (such as the work of Stephanie Pitts). There are university
students not pursuing jazz majors participating in extra-curricular jazz ensembles, but there is
little scholarly research into what motivates musicians from diverse backgrounds to take part
in these activities.
I have recently undertaken a small artistic research project involving my university big band,
using specially composed music designed to challenge band members in their practice while
working towards a performance. The band is made up of students and musicians from the
local community, resulting in a wide range of age and jazz experience. Members of the band
were interviewed at the end of the project to gather their thoughts on playing the music and
their experience of being in an ensemble made up of students and non-students. The insights
gained from these musicians indicate both the value of a diverse membership and where work
could be done. Themes included common goals, mutual respect and the potential for the
department in increasing community outreach.
Short bio
Dr Tom Sykes studied jazz as an undergraduate at Leeds College of Music and has since led
a career in music teaching and performing. While studying for his PhD at the University of
Salford he was a member of the Rhythm Changes project team (2010-2013). He is now a
Lecturer in Music Performance at Liverpool Hope University and has published in the areas
of jazz and digital media, British jazz and, most recently, jazz violin (with Ari Poutiainen). His
research interests also include jazz and popular music pedagogy.
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Paper
Individual paper
Gustav Thomas (Newcastle University, UK)
‘This is the Sound, and This is the Record of the Sound: Recorded Improvisation as Social
Inscription & the Physical Experience of Meaning.’
Abstract
Jazz is a cultural form that foregrounds unfixing in a world where dominant power structures
insist on the opposite, largely through the principles of property, private ownership and their
– frequently brutal – securing. As neoliberalism has shown, such ‘securing’ of property depends
on division, and weaponises difference. Franco Berardi, in 2018’s Breathing: Chaos & Poetry,
extends the notion of this division to the image of an ‘abyss of the absence of meaning.’ He
proposes the collective, social need create a bridge over such an abyss which can take the form
of, among other things, ‘collective creation, hallucination, and movement [which] give birth to
the physical experience of meaning.’
This paper seizes on Berardi’s ‘collective creation’ and ‘movement’ as central to Jazz and Free
Improvisation and the extent to which those parallel and entangled traditions represent an
example, almost a lexicon of unfixing and dialectics, of how we may overcome dominant forces
of division that undermine solidarity in diversity.
The paper takes the recorded literature of Jazz and Free Improvisation as social inscription
whose meaning is embodied in the spontaneous engagement of consciousness with the
physical materials of music and sound, thought and questioning, and their entangled poetry.
It uses a range of examples from the body of literature, historically inscribed, from John
Coltrane’s explorations of unfixing to Derek Bailey’s ‘discussions’ with UK Hardcore pirate radio
to the numerous directions music of the Jazz tradition has taken in the 21st century, possibly
including examples of my own work with the duo YEAH YOU.
Short bio
Gustav Thomas (given name William Thomas Gustav Edmondes) is an artist and performer
working with recorded media, voice and video. As of 1979, accidentally discovering the magic
of recorded spontaneity, his work has been overwhelmingly committed to total improvisation.
He records and tours regularly as one half of YEAH YOU (with Elvin Brandhi) and as the
collaborative/solo element Gwilly Edmondez. Born in Bridgend, he has been based in the
Northeast of England since the late 1990s where he teaches on post-WW2 Jazz, Hip Hop, fringe
musics and contemporary performance.
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Paper
Individual paper
Tim Wall (Birmingham City University, UK)
Discourses of race in BBC jazz programming 1922 to 1975
Abstract
In the year the BBC is celebrating its centenary, the role of ideas of race and ethnicity in the
corporation’s jazz broadcasting reveals important aspects of cultural diversity in Bri2sh History.
Taking five case studies from the first fifty years of BBC history, this paper examines what they
tell us about the organizational processes established at different points in 2me, the shifting
attitudes of BBC staff over its history, and the changing output of jazz over five decades. The
presentation draws upon extensive research in the BBC Written Archive, contemporary sources
and, when available, recordings of the music that the BBC broadcast. The case studies cover
the late-night relays of jazz from London West End hotels in the 1920s to the British nations;
the live broadcast of Duke Ellington’s Orchestra from the BBC studios in 1933 along with
transatlantic relays later in the decade; the emergence of record recitals during the 1930s and
their role in establishing a jazz orthodoxy in the 1940s; the importance of Jazz Club during
the 1950s; and the emergence of new British jazz forms in the 1960s. This research reveals a
complex, and often contradictory attempt to understand and present the racial politics of what
Barnard has called “a problematic music” within the monopoly broadcaster for the nations of
the UK.
Short bio
Tim Wall is Professor of Radio and Popular Music Studies at BCU. He researches into the
production and consumption cultures around music and the media and how cultural activism
can lead economic and social change. His publications include Studying Popular Music Culture
and articles on music culture, music radio and music on film and television. He leads the Global
Reggae Research Project in the Birmingham Centre for Media and Cultural Research’s Popular
Music Studies Cluster.
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Themed Session
The Routledge Companion to Jazz and Gender
Presenters
Monika Herzig (Indiana University, US)
Sheroes – The Role of All Women Groups
Abstract
All women jazz groups are not a novelty but have been present in the history of jazz from its
beginnings. Traditionally, these groups provided performance opportunities and safe touring
environments. One prominent example is the International Sweethearts of Rhythm, who toured
the USO bases throughout the Second World War but were disbanded on the return of the
men from war duties. Unfortunately, more than fifty years later, groups that include female
instrumentalists are still rare and considered a novelty. In the instrumental jazz categories, only
two Grammys have been awarded to a female performer to this day. Full-time instrumental jazz
faculty across college jazz programs is still more than 90% male. The recent #MeToo movement
has initiated discussions and various advocacy groups have been formed aiming for equal
participation. The role of all women groups continues to be relevant in creating opportunities,
awareness, and safe environments. This chapter pinpoints the issues of tokenism, post-feminism,
and stereotyping as traditional barriers of female participation in the art form jazz. In addition,
instrument stigmas and non-inclusive approaches to teaching improvisation affect initial
participation and cause dropouts. All women groups help counteract these issues by providing
role models and overcoming visual preconceptions. Furthermore, such units provide support
for dealing with social issues such as motherhood, career planning, and stereotyping. I argue
for the continued need of all women groups as role models and career opportunities rather
than perceiving them as novelty acts. The all women Big Band Diva under the direction of
drummer Sherrie Marricle, who recently celebrated their 25th Anniversary, is one example of a
support unit that has launched many successful careers for its members, created role models
and performance opportunities, and changed perceptions and instrument stigmas. The rising
number of all women groups pave the way to equal participation in jazz as an art form slowly
overcoming more than 80 years of tokenism and male domination.
Short bio
Dr Monika Herzig is a Senior Lecturer at the Indiana University, and author of David Baker – A
Legacy in Music (IU Press) and Experiencing Chick Corea: A Listener’s Companion (Rowman and
Littlefield, 2017) and co-editor of The Routledge Companion to Jazz and Gender (2022). She
is also the chair of the research committee for the Jazz Education Network and editor of JAZZ
(Jazz Education in Research and Practice, IU Press) and currently holds a position of Professor
of Artistic Research at the Jam Lab Private Music University in Vienna. As a jazz pianist she has
toured the world, opened for acts such as Power of Tower, Sting, and Yes. She leads the all-female
all-star group Sheroes. Her awards include a 1994 Down Beat Magazine Award for Best Original
Song, a Jazz Journalist Association Hero 2015 award, as well as grants from the NEA, the Indiana
Arts Commission, MEIEA, Jazz Tours, the US Embassy among others. Monika is a CASIO Artist.
James Reddan (Western Oregon University, US)
Oppression & Hope: Students’ Perceptions of Gender and Stereotypes in Jazz Appreciation
and History
Abstract
Teaching jazz appreciation and jazz history to tertiary students presents its own unique
challenges. As educators, we must consider what we find important, what to teach, the
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resources we use to present information, and what best represents what we believe is the
“core” information that students should know. However, students’ perceptions of the material in
relation to importance, bias, and their individual identities—especially related to gender— can
profoundly impact their understanding of jazz history and appreciation of jazz music. To do this,
the author investigated how American undergraduate music students perceive gender in jazz
music based on their examination of books, magazines, song lyrics, album and compact-disc
(CD) covers, and listening to jazz music in relation to the study of jazz appreciation and jazz
history using Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed and Pedagogy of Hope as theoretical lenses.
Short bio
Dr James Reddan (he/him/his) is Associate Professor and Director of Choral Activities and Music
Education at Western Oregon University (Monmouth, Oregon, USA) where he directs the Concert
Choir, Chamber Singers, and Western Oregon Voices Vocal Jazz. Reddan is an active conductor,
adjudicator, and clinician in demand regionally, domestically, and internationally. Reddan is
an active scholar examining Jazz and Gender in Higher Education, specifically perception,
pedagogy, and applications within the vocal jazz ensemble. He has presented at numerous
conferences including Documenting Jazz, Jazz Education Network, and the World Conference
of the International Council for Traditional Music. Reddan received the Doctor of Musical
Arts degree in Music Education from Boston University, the Master of Music Degree in Choral
Conducting and Music Education from the University of Oregon in Eugene and the Bachelor of
Arts in Music Education from McDaniel College in Westminster, Maryland.
Michael Kahr
Constructing a Diverse and Inclusive Jazz Tradition: A Uchronic Narrative
Abstract
Jazz has long been associated with hetero-normative masculinity. Despite a gradual shift
towards diversity in recent decades, artists, educators and researchers continue to lament
gender inequity. Rather recently, critical perspectives in historical research and related advocacy
initiatives have aimed to path the way for a more diverse future of jazz. However, the reiteration
of male-dominated narratives in jazz has continued. In absence of site-specific historical role
models, some jazz places have struggled to implement sustainable measures to ensure the
development of diversity. Based on a case study of male-dominated jazz in the Austrian city of
Graz, this chapter outlines an alternate historical narrative with the aim of creating a solution
scenario. Drawing from the results of a detailed historical investigation of the local jazz scene and
its pioneering impact on the development of jazz education in Europe throughout the 1970s
and 80s, the study discusses indicatory historical moments at the intersections of musicological
research, utopian imagination and artistic research.
Short bio
Michael Kahr is Senior Scientist and Head of Jazz Studies at the Gustav Mahler University in
Klagenfurt, Austria. Moreover, he has taught at the KUG, Graz, Jam Lab Private University, Vienna,
Universities of Sydney, Linz, Salzburg and Vienna. Kahr is a board member of the International
Society for Jazz Research and convenor of the International Network for Artistic Research in
Jazz. He holds a PhD in musicology from the University of Sydney, Australia and is a recipient of
a Fulbright Scholar Award. Kahr edited the volume Artistic Research in Jazz: Positions, Theories,
Methods (Routledge 2021) and published the monograph Jazz & the City: Jazz in Graz von 1965
bis 2015 (Leykam 2016). His scholarly work is also published in journals such as Jazzforschung
/ Jazz Research, Jazz Research Journal, Journal for Artistic Research, European Journal of
Musicology, and Darmstädter Beiträge zur Jazzforschung. As a pianist and composer, he has
appeared at festivals and in concert venues across the globe and is featured on several CDs
(www.michaelkahr.com).
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Themed Session
Embodying Jazz: Intersecting Beats in Movement and Music
Presenters
Jess Murray (De Montfort University, UK)
KinaeSonic Conversations in Motion: improvising dance and music dramaturgies
Abstract
Murray shares findings from her ongoing Doctoral practice research which explores the
intersection of dance and music improvisation-as-performance and dramaturgy in creating
new performance models that are informed by rhythm tap dance and jazz practices. Murray
introduces KinaeSonic Co lab, an ongoing performance research project that manifests as a
model for creating improvisation-as-performance for dance and music collaborators. Insights
from recent practice research and performances are shared that highlight strategies for
understanding and moving horizontally between different improvisational modes. Murray
also contextualises examples of practice and findings from analysis of discussions from the
recent KinaeSonic Conversation in Motions event (Nottingham 17-18th October https://
www.kinaesonic.com) which brings dancers and musicians from different Jazz practices
together with those from different practice backgrounds. Murray highlights how learning
from jazz-derived practices in dance and music have, and continue to inform performance
practices more widely. She asks what the implications of this are for considering approaches to
dramaturgy and producing new work.
Short bio
Jess Murray is a dance artist interested in the relationship between dance and music and
improvised performance. She is currently undertaking a practice research PhD funded
by Midland4Cities at De Montfort University researching ‘Improvisational Dramaturgy for
Dance and Music Collaboration’. Jess works collaboratively with musicians to create original
performance work such as the Arts Council England funded projects SoundMoves and Sound
Catchers. She is known for her work as a professional rhythm tap performer, teacher and tap
jam host (Tap Rhythm Jam Nottingham, London Tap Jam, Tap Dance Festival UK), and also
coordinates the Tap Rhythm Project.
Sally Crawford-Shepherd (Dance school in Leicester, UK)
Legacy, Tradition and Innovation in Tap Dance Practices: A global perspective
Abstract
Dr Crawford-Shepherd explores the concepts of legacy, tradition, innovation and authenticity,
as well as reflecting on the rich and diverse global tap scene of today. An important part of
skill acquisition, transmission and dissemination of information about the art form is from
preservation of twentieth century American tap performance repertoire and understanding
of improvisation practices from jazz music. Applying a historical framework reveals how this
initiated with the performances of American tap dancers being celebrated and presented as
a form of legacy. Questions are: How and where are these knowledges held? What role does
legacy have in evolving performing knowledges? How do we acknowledge the history
Short bio
Sally Crawford-Shepherd is a dance practitioner and academic. A Kansan by birth, she has
moved around the world exploring dance in diverse cultures to share through performances,
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research, and workshops with professionals and students. She completed her PhD at De
Montfort University and her thesis was a multi-sited ethnographic study of two self-named
tap dance communities in Manchester and London, England. The aim was to understand how
these communities engaged with music and tap improvisation as a social process within a
non-theatrical context outside of the United States. Her current research interests continue
along this theme, exploring how tap dance improvisation and individual performance identity
move beyond the stage to become a medium for arts activism and dance scholarship in
live and digital platforms. Dr Crawford-Shepherd is currently the Programme Leader for the
BA(Hons) Dance Performance course at Addict Dance Academy.
Annette Walker (University of Wolverhampton, UK)
Shifting perspectives of Tap Dance: A forgotten story of jazz
Abstract
This paper presents a story of jazz through the lens of tap dance, highlighting the connection
between rhythm and movement. Using a historical perspective provides an opportunity
to understand the early relationship between jazz rhythms and tap dance and present day
practice. The hidden story of tap dance is also a story of subversion through performance. It
spotlights a handful of contributors to tap dance, focusing on its African American origins,
and shows how diversity and inclusion/exclusion shape opportunities for individuals and
communities. Finally, the paper concludes with how current tap dancers use its historical jazz
connection as a form of activism to promote inclusion and diversity of underrepresented
communities and to reshape the understanding of jazz practices.
Short bio
Annette Walker is a versatile dancer, actor and musician as well as an educator and researcher.
She has appeared in a variety of international and national shows, from theatre, circus and
dance, to the concert stage. As a tap dance soloist, Annette featured at the BBC Proms 2019 in
the Duke Ellington’s Sacred Music concert at the Royal Albert Hall. Annette is currently a PhD
in Performing Arts scholarship student at the University of Wolverhampton and is conducting
research on Buddy Bradley as part of the Black History of British Musical Theatre project.
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Themed Session
DESUK: Past, Present, Future
Presenters
Mike Coates (DESUK)
The Duke Ellington Society United Kingdom (DESUK)
Established in 1994, the Duke Ellington Society United Kingdom (DESUK) is just one of a
number of organisations – particularly domiciled in Europe and North America – devoted to
the study and appreciation of the life and work of the African-American jazz musician and
composer Duke Ellington.
DESUK has been instrumental in supporting five International Duke Ellington Study Group
Conferences held in the UK. A number of DESUK members have presented papers and actively
involved in these meetings held in the UK, US, Canada, Scandinavia and The Netherlands.
DESUK’s main connecting link with members is its magazine, Blue Light. From the geographical
makeup of these groups, interest in Duke Ellington is wide reaching; this has led to DESUK cooperating with other societies in joint ventures.
Gareth Evans (DESUK)
The future of Blue Light: opportunities and challenges
Blue Light is the magazine which is distributed to members of DESUK three times a year. It
began as a newsletter shortly after the society’s formation in 1994 and has been published
at regular (roughly three monthly) intervals since then. The total number of Blue Light
publications now exceeds one hundred. The articles contained within Blue Light tend to
fall into the following categories: reviews of albums, books and live gigs; appreciations of
particular songs, albums, periods or musicians; reprints of previously published material
which is hard to obtain; news of upcoming events which might be of interest to members. I
became Blue Light editor a year ago and have overseen the publication of three editions of the
magazine, that currently reaches about one hundred DESUK members (down from its height of
over five hundred at the turn of the millennium). This presentation will cover my role as editor
addressing the following areas:
•
•
•

The evolution of Blue Light
The importance of Blue Light to DESUK members
The contribution of the publication to Ellington Studies

Antony Pepper (DESUK)
Uptown Lockdown
For many years, the society held bi-monthly physical meetings of members and others in
London. We would sit and listen to and talk about Duke’s music. As the coronavirus lockdowns
started in 2020, many activities moved online and with that DESUK instituted a weekly series
of live broadcasts on Periscope and YouTube, under the title ‘Uptown Lockdown’, where we
invited guests to join us over Zoom from their homes to talk about and play recordings of Duke
and his music. We took the opportunity which presented itself for considerably more diverse
content than at our in-person meetings, and enjoyed a far greater geographical spread for
both our guests and audience.
We continued weekly for over a year and produced more than 50 episodes, before reducing
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the cadence during the opening-up in the summer of 2021. We have had many musicians and
other experts join us, including from Ireland, the European continent and the United States as
well as the UK. More recently, we have begun a series of pre-recorded monthly shows posted
on YouTube and hosted by broadcaster, author, musician and DESUK member, Brian Priestley.
This has allowed for a more considered presentational style, and more concentrated subject
matter. The presentation will include selections from Uptown Lockdown.
Short bio
Antony Pepper is a photographer, jazz enthusiast and record listener. He has been on the
committee of DESUK for almost 20 years, and has organised dozens of events in and around
London including two major international conferences, and currently serves as DESUK’s
Meetings Organiser and Vice Chairman.
Mike Coates is DESUK’s Chairman and a long-standing jazz enthusiast with an interest in
most forms of jazz, from ragtime to contemporary performances. A special interest in jazz
discography with involvement as a co-compiler in The Jazz Journal editions of Jazz Catalogue
1969/1970/1971.
Gareth Evans is the current editor of Blue Light, the magazine of DESUK. He has been a jazz
enthusiast since his English teacher lent him a copy of Duke Ellington’s “Far East Suite” thirty
years ago.
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Roundtable
The role of the promoter in concert and line-up diversity: Reflections from Brecon Jazz and
Colleagues

•
•

The focus is on the presence of ‘women in jazz’ in event programmes
Brecon Jazz is both an annual festival and a year-round club, with some involvement in tours
and special projects

This session will focus on the role of the promoter, with reflections on how events are produced and
how programmes are put together. It will include a short presentation from the organisers of the
Brecon Jazz Festival, using insight from recent research and music industry data. Contributors will
join in with their experiences from the sector, followed by a discussion about the issues and themes
raised.
Rationale:
• Aspects of jazz programming, production, promotion and consumption relevant to the
conference theme of diversity, with a focus on women.
• Planning, selection, decision-making processes, the environment and context in which curation
and performances take place and are received (consumed, reviewed), also experienced,
including by co-performers.
• Jazz event programming as creative work.
• Wider considerations, including access and recruitment to jazz and jazz education, professional
and informal networks, intersectional barriers, reputation and rewards/recognition, the role of
interventions, change agency and issues in the jazz promotion landscape.
Contributors include: promoters/curators from several jazz clubs/festivals in the UK, female
musicians, jazz educators and talent ‘pipelines’ (formal and informal), perspectives around technical/
venue roles which are integral to music events today, whether this is in person or livestreamed.
Contributors:
• Deborah Glenister - tenor sax, flute, piano, also music teacher (West Wales)
• Rachel Starritt - piano, also classical pianist (South Wales)
• Paula Gardiner - guitar, double bass, also music educator and jazz events curator (RWCMD
Amser Jazz/South Wales)
• Terence Collie - piano and jazz promoter (Mood Indigo Events, UK-London venues)
• Rachel Kilby - ‘women in jazz’, Wales (Arts Council Wales Jazz/ Arts development project)
• Alice Stonhold - festival curator/ programmer (Aberjazz, Fishguard/ West Wales)
• Roger Cannon - festival and club promoter (Brecon/ Mid Wales)
• Lynne Gornall - festival and club promoter (Brecon/ Mid Wales, also till 2020 Cardiff/ Cafe Jazz,
South Wales)
Additional contributors include
• Debs Hancock - festival and club promoter (Black Mountain Jazz/ South Wales)
• Paul Stonhold - festival promoter and guitarist (Aberjazz, Fishguard/ West Wales)
• Janet McCunn - vocals and jazz promoter (Mood Indigo Events, London)
Short Bios
Dr Lynne Gornall (Brecon Jazz). Social Anthropology / study of occupational identities and working
life (Cardiff University, 2006) / Background career: advertising / HE teaching, management, research,
jazz promotion. Voluntary: jazz clubs from 2006, festival work since 2016.
Dr Roger Cannon (Brecon Jazz) Human, Social and Educational Technologies, innovation, actor
network theory (Cardiff University, 2006). Background career: software development and FE and HE
teaching, large project management and jazz promotion. Voluntary: jazz clubs from 2006, festival
work since 2016.
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Roundtable
Jazz Heritage Wales
From women’s jazz archive to Jazz Heritage Wales… and beyond
The Jazz Heritage Wales Special Collections Library started in 1986 as Women’s Jazz Archive
in Swansea. It aims to provide a unique resource for research and education, for creating
exhibitions, and to promote and preserve the history of women in jazz, and the heritage of
African American music in Wales.
This roundtable sets out to tell the story of the early days of the Women’s Jazz Archive when
little was valued of women’s history or ethnic minority heritage contributions. It began with
oral history interviews, no funding, no home but much enthusiasm. Many people along
the way said it was a waste of time, “who would be interested?” In the early days there was
difficulty in securing funding, with arts bodies declaring it was a heritage project, and heritage
institutions arguing it was an arts project. Our first funding was a small grant from the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation in 1992. In 2008 a name change to Jazz Heritage Wales covered
both options; but the word “women” was lost, causing anxiety, outrage and much argument.
However, the name change broadened our scope, while at the same time retaining our focus.
Now, as the oldest and only multi-media Jazz Collection in Britain we are looking forward to
the challenges of opening the collection to younger generations who see gender and race etc.
as intersectional. At the same time we will widen participation and audiences for what will be a
new phase in our developing partnership with the University of Wales Trinity Saint David.
The session will be Chaired by Paula Gardiner, Head of Jazz at the Royal Welsh College of Music
and Drama. Paula will talk with Honorary Professor Jen Wilson about the 2001 collaboration
they did on the playwright Alan Plater’s three part drama for BBC Radio 4 ,‘The Devil’s Music’
which followed jazz musician Megan’s discovery that the melody she plays has come from
emancipated slaves from the 1880s. The research had come from Jen’s work on The Fisk Jubilee
Singers, a choir of freed slaves, who performed in Swansea in 1874, 1875, 1882, and 1889. Jen
will also tell the story of the early days of the collection, when she interviewed 19 women Jazz
artists in the 1980s and 1990s, and the research, performance, and education work she was
able to do promoting these stories more widely. And did the move to become Jazz Heritage
Wales widen our appeal, or distanced ourselves from our original focus?
Dr Jenna Bailey will join us from Canada to talk about “Lady be good”: an exploration of
women making music in the Ivy Benson Band 1940-c. 1985, and how her links to the band led
to many band members depositing their Collections with Jazz Heritage Wales, including the
website of female musicians and their stories.
Jeff Towns, the world authority on Dylan Thomas and an antiquarian bookseller by trade is
based in Swansea. He knew John Godrich, who together with Robert M. W. Dixon, compiled
“Blues & Gospel Records 1902 – 1943 which has been dubbed ‘The Bible for Collectors of prewar African-American music”. Jen says “Our copy of Blues & Gospel Records has been on our
shelves for about 15 years and we never knew that John Godrich, was Swansea born and bred
and worked as a dock work”
Alison Harding UWTSD Executive Head of Library and Learning Resources has been a great
supporter of our Partnership with the University of Wales Trinity Saint David. She manages
other Special Collections within the University including Swansea Art College opened in 1853.
Along with Dr David Bird, UWTSD Lecturer in Music Technology, their focus will be how to
open up the Collection to the wider public, including students and other academics, who will
increasingly see this Collection as an important learning resource and inspiration for the future.
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Poster
Alexandre Piret (Université de Liège – Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium)
A brief history of jazz’s miscellaneous instruments according to Down Beat’s annual polls
Abstract
The tendency of jazz musicians to seek out new sounds and try out unusual instruments has
always been an important driving force in the aesthetic evolution of their music. In this poster,
I would like to explore the history of jazz’s marginal instruments through a survey of Down
Beat’s annual polls, which have made them a category of their own since the 1950s: that of
“miscellaneous instruments.” The analysis of this data will allow us to draw a brief history of that
world “at the fringes of jazz” and to highlight many of its particular dynamics. We can notably
mention:

•
•
•
•

The appearance-disappearance of certain instruments within the category, in relation to
trends;
The role of certain great ‘masters’ in the introduction of new instruments whose longevity
was then ensured by less notorious musicians;
The existence of different ‘revolutions’ that have led, through a process of sedimentation,
to the now highly heterogeneous content of the category;
Some remarkable individual trajectories, made of figures dominating the category, of
some ‘eternal seconds’ as well as of ‘disloyal’ competitors, i.e., of some great exponents
of traditional instruments that have (temporarily) embraced a second, more unusual
instrument.

These and many other considerations, based on data extracted from one of the most
authoritative (but not bias-free) publications on jazz, will allow us to explore the theme
of inclusion, understanding, and acceptance of a very specific diversity, that of musical
instruments, which remains rather unexplored in jazz history.

Street Pianos
To generate wider public engagement with the conference, staff and students from the
University’s Swansea College of Art have initiated a Street Pianos project. Subject areas
including, Art and Design Foundation, Surface Pattern and Textiles, Illustration and Fine Art
have taken on the challenge to each design a street piano that will be situated in a unique
city centre location. The five sites are: Elysium, HQ Urban Kitchen, Dynevor Centre for Art and
Design, Swansea Indoor Market and the Dylan Thomas Centre.
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